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Learning Organizations at Work:
Harvard B-School Professor David
Garvin discusses Learning in Action

Many business leaders admit they rely on
knowledgeable employees to get an edge over
the competition, and that learning organizations
play an important role in maintaining an
intelligent, accomplished work force.

Yet despite its apparent acceptance among
managers and executives, few companies can
honestly claim to be learning organizations. Part
of the reason, explains Harvard Business
Professor David A. Garvin, is because they
simply don’t know how to go about doing it.
Most literature on the subject, such as the best
seller The Fifth Discipline by M.I.T. professor
Peter Senge, consists of philosophical treatises full
of theories with no practical advice for developing a learning organization. 

In his new book Learning in Action: A Guide to Putting the Learning
Organization to Work (HBS Press: April, 2000) Garvin seeks to fill that
void by focusing on real life examples of learning organizations.

“One way to approach learning is from the perception of ‘ought’, an
approach driven from theory which is not always natural,” Garvin explains.
“That is the problem with Senge’s book. It’s an uphill slog to get people to
apply these things because they find them difficult to put into practice. There
are already organizations doing this. I am working up from (their) practice to
show how it can be done.”

Despite the lack of practical guidance available, many companies and
governmental entities have already created their own learning organizations.
In his book, Garvin shows examples of how the U.S. Army, L.L. Bean and
other enterprises created learning organizations to improve performance and
final results.
1. Who, in your opinion, is the primary audience for your book?

The book has three distinct groups of readers:
Senior managers — These are the people who have control of the levers,

who are responsible for putting into place programs that cultivate learning.
They include CEOs, senior vice presidents, vice presidents of marketing.
They need to understand that learning is linked to the bottom line.

HR — I am specifically referring to the people involved in training. They
need to know how to design effective programs for a learning organization. 

Academics — Those who are involved in the burgeoning field of
organizational learning. This is a fairly eclectic group that consists of social
psychologists, sociologists and management specialists. It is not well
integrated. I’m hoping this book will pull them together.
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Letter from the Publisher
Look Before You Leap
Predicting the future of e-training and education has become an industry of its own. Its most

avid customers are Wall Street analysts, investment bankers, and entrepreneurs seeking opportunity
and guidance in the field of Web training.

Yet most predictions served up to them are of little value. All are written to be properly
provocative. Some tell what has happened, some explain what is happening and others predict what will happen in
e-training and education, but few are actionable. The reason is because these e-learning forecasters do not take into
account perhaps the most important factor, human nature.

Creative synthesis of e-learning success factors needed
The prediction that 30 percent of business training will be delivered via the Internet by 2005 does alert us to the

possibilities of continuous learning and the competition it will present to traditional learning platforms. It may even
suggest a possible course of action for dozens of niche market training companies and anybody else who seeks
growth opportunities. 

The prediction is useful if it is grounded in some imminent truths about discernible trends, purchasing patterns
related to training and analyses of buyer readiness. However, it is often not, which is precisely why this grounding
which is so often weak. While the advantages of online learning may be obvious, the consuming public (i.e.,
practicing professionals, corporate universities, internal training groups) is not likely to exhibit a great fondness for
Internet-based learning because learning habits are among the most difficult to change.

Online teaching is time-efficient and cost efficient. It is more flexible than
classroom-based learning programs. Further, the best online instruction is as
good as the bulk of in-class learning experiences. But, even in the face of
extraordinary demands to keep current with new concepts, ideas,
methodologies and practices, few will wholeheartedly adopt it until it is
adapted to meet business strategy needs.

Online learning isn’t the first “new” training tool to flop. Consider, for
example, the marginal performance of CD-ROM training organizations
specializing in soft skills training. Several years ago programs like Grammar
Made Easy, Business and Technical Report Writing, Negotiating, Finance and
Accounting for Non-Financial Executives, Budgeting, Conflict Resolution and
dozens of other skill-based programs were “repurposed” to meet the predicted
demands for low-cost interactive training. 

Wall Street and the business community boldly predicted computer-based
training (CBT) would displace traditional instructor-led training. Yet many such
business ventures ended in shambles. Others had to reorganize, reposition their
product line, severely lower original targets and sharply reduce staffs.

Published reports indicated the most successful CBT was in technical
computer subjects. Indeed, the most successful companies in video training all
concentrated in producing programs for IT professionals. Programs such as
project management, leadership and report writing were most successful when
customized to fit the needs of computer professionals. Further, the most
successful IT training companies developed business plans (i.e., business
models) for sustaining a stream of income. How? They developed licensing
arrangements and pricing programs that made IT training courses economical
for users and profitable for producers.

Clearly, a prediction about Web-based courseware delivery is not very
illuminating if it is based on aggregated demand numbers. It should take into
account market segments, purchasing units, specific programs offered to those
segments, licensing arrangements, pricing strategies and value-added services
provided by vendors. The commercial success of e-learning systems will
depend on the quality of programs, the content, the way it is marketed, where it
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is viewed or received, the presentation and customization.
It will also depend on whether or not it is mandatory or
discretionary. For example, a course in preventing sexual
harassment versus leadership training.

Warning to corporate trainers
The extravagantly optimistic extrapolations regarding

e-learning may prove entirely false, even though the
requirement for educated professionals to “keep up” will
grow at an exponential rate. 

Discussions about e-learning seem to focus on cost,
saving time away from the office and potential
displacement of instructor-led learning. This is not the right
approach. Designing learning programs to provide
employees with the skills required to carry out strategic and
tactical objectives should remain the central focus. If e-
learning helps accomplish business objectives, then it
should be employed. If e-learning does not help reach such
goals, then it should not be used. 

Further, the need to surround core learning programs
with performance consulting, coaching and mentoring, on-
the-job-practice and performance measurements related to
business process improvements will not vanish as a result
of vendor-driven outpourings of e-learning programs.

“Old Economy” training will buy e-learning
organizations

In the present world of highly undifferentiated
e-learning products, there will be an inevitable shift to new
forms of competition. This shift clearly requires vendors to
analyze customer needs beyond generic e-learning
offerings. Put differently, the need for “systems selling,”
surrounding a core e-learning program with a set of
value-added services to help customers integrate it into
traditional training, may be the key to e-learning acceptance
and success. 

Unfortunately, very few of today’s e-learning companies
have the capability to perform this task. The inevitable
downfall of many dot.com training companies means that a
significant amount of e-learning know-how is going to be
available—ripe for the picking by the “old economy”
training companies.

Venture capitalists are now becoming fearful of dot.com
training and companies “old economy” training
organizations will soon be able to afford to acquire Internet
technology enterprises. The e-learning integration task
coupled with a real understanding of the internal training
process, saleable topic generation and marketing
requirements may propel “old economy” training
companies into the forefront of the Internet training
revolution.

Simplicity is deceptive
Years ago, employees at a large Chicago-based

manufacturing company were required to take a video
course in basic arithmetic (i.e. fractions and their decimal

equivalents.) This was deemed necessary because some of
the company’s equipment required this skill.

Self-tests were prepared and an in-house instructor
made available to answer questions. Suddenly, an
unforeseen problem occurred. When and where was the
program to be taken? In the plant? At home? If the
program was viewed during normal working hours,
temporary replacements would have to be hired to
substitute for the absent worker. And if the program was
viewed at home, did the employee own a videocassette
player? Also, most of the employees had only one
television set and would have to wrestle control of it from
other family members.

The result? These problems prevented most employees
from taking the course. The solution? Management had to
add an additional work shift (already considered before
this problem surfaced) to provide required instructional
time. 

Without doubt, knowledge workers must continually
learn. But are organizations trustful enough to allow
employees, in the words of Penny Gelb, IT Training
Director for GTE Internetworking, “to put up a sign at
their cubicle saying “time for training”?” More likely,
work ethnic traditions will subconsciously substitute
another sign, “time for napping.”

e-learning portals and drop-out rates
What are the controls for Internet quality? Already the

learning portal segment of the industry is under attack for
failing to add value to the thousands of courseware titles
available online. The drop-out rates related to e-learning are
on the average very high because most learners cannot
effectively spend long periods of time in front of their
computer monitors.

Most skill-based learning programs require performance
consulting, monitoring and coaching, customization,
practice and more practice under the disciplined guidance
of a “live” specialist. It is almost impossible for mere
mortals to learn complex subjects such as statistical process
control, e-purchasing, online competitive bidding strategies,
e-pricing, e-mail management and marketing and
manufacturing cost estimation from a “fully self-contained”
e-learning program.

In business, the applicability of specific concepts,
strategies, and tactics to certain situations is not
automatically self-evident. Identifying what the problem is
what distinguishes the effective executive from a hack. The
experienced training executive knows to take one training
situation at a time, but this is not always reflected in what
he or she actually does. The prevailing fact is that it is
precisely because trainers know that they have to take one
training situation at a time that they are so magnetically
drawn to “medicine men” who promise one training
solution to cover all training problems. Trainers must learn
to avoid being lured by such “solutions.”
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What can today’s top managers and business leaders
learn from a 90-year-old college professor and consultant
known for his reluctance to use computers?

Quite a bit, including how to manage workers in
today’s tech-heavy business world, prevent burn out and
work effectively with others, according to Alex Brigham,
CEO of Corpedia, a three-year-old Phoenix, Arizona-
based content developer. Despite his preference for
corresponding via paper, management consultant and
visionary Peter F. Drucker’s insights and ideas are more
relevant today than they were when they were first
printed 30-40 years ago, Brigham asserts.

Brigham is so sure in this belief that he helped create,
with Drucker, a five-part course on effective management
based on Drucker’s ideas and advice. “Managing Oneself
and Others,” is the first in a series of Web-based tutorials
entitled the “Peter Drucker Executive Management
Series.”

And judging from the attention Corpedia attracted
from the business media after it released “Managing
Oneself” earlier this spring, Brigham is not alone in his
admiration and respect.

“Peter’s stuff is enormously practical for day-to-day
management of both employees and managers,” Brigham
notes. “While some may be intimidated by his writings,
he boils down all the key principles behind such topics as
keeping interest in your job, determining your own
strengths and weaknesses and managing your boss.”

Knowledge-worker
The entire series is based on Drucker’s theory that

today’s worker is a “knowledge-worker” a term he
coined some 30 years ago. A knowledge-worker is one
who relies on knowledge rather than skills to perform his
or her job. Teachers, doctors and lawyers are examples of
knowledge workers. 

“We live in an economy where knowledge, not
buildings and machinery, is the chief resource and where
knowledge-workers make up the biggest part of the work
force,” Drucker said in an interview with Forbes
Magazine. “Until well into the 20th century, most
workers were manual workers. Today in the U.S., only
about 20 percent do manual work. Of the remainder,
nearly half, 40 percent of our total work force, are
knowledge-workers. Again, the proportions are roughly
similar for other developed countries.”

For this reason, Drucker predicts that education will
become the country’s biggest gross national product. 

“Online delivery is the trigger for this growth,”
Drucker told Forbes. “But the demand for lifetime
education stems from profound changes in society. In

simplest terms, people who are already
highly educated and high achievers
increasingly sense that they are not
keeping up.”

Online education would allow these
workers, whose time is already taken up
with long commutes and work days, and
sometimes classes after work, to learn at
their own leisure, Drucker notes. 

But not all workers have the time or inclination even
for online learning. After putting in long days at the
office, many employees are reluctant to spend more time
front of a computer at home unless it is guaranteed to
greatly improve their work, or lead to more money and a
better job. For these people, the training has to be
engaging and guarantee them a return for their
investment of time. Brigham says the Drucker courses
were designed specifically for these kind of managers.

“Our approach is to offer a high-quality, branded level
of “soft skill” education and training that users would be
proud to put on their resumes due to its value,” Brigham
says. “He has done this all in a matter that is interactive
and easy to understand he adds.

“Far too many “experts” overwhelm users with lists
and models. Peter’s beauty is that he keeps it deceptively
simple so that the user of his materials can actually
remember, and thus apply the principles on a daily basis.

“The programs are concise and to the point, taking
advantage of the multimedia to provide a lot of
information in a short period of time. Hearing words,
seeing closed-captioning, adding interactions and
augmenting with graphics all increase the user recall by
at least 150 percent over simply reading/clicking alone.
Also, the programs are fairly short. Too many Web-based
programs fall back on 4-hour formats due to lack of
confidence (if it’s long, then it must be good.) In reality,
by the end of the first hour, the user has lost interest in
the materials and starts to fast forward to the end. Peter
instructed that none of his programs exceed 45 minutes
to one hour in length.”

In the first course of the series, Drucker explains his
concept of the knowledge worker and the skills needed to
manage him. Drucker recommends focusing on ones
strengths rather than trying to overcome weaknesses and
suggests using the technique called “feedback analysis”
to help determine one’s strengths. 

In feedback analysis, one writes down recent key
decisions, actions and the results. From there, the person
can determine his or her strengths. Drucker suggests to
take this material and review it nine months later. 

Drucker on Managing Today’s Employee, the Knowledge-Worker

Alex Brigham
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“I learned a lot from using feedback analysis,”
Drucker says in the course. “I learned what I do well
and I concentrated on it.”

In addition to recognizing strengths, Drucker
recommends using feedback analysis to recognize bad
habits and find ways to remedy them.

Is Drucker still relevant?
Drucker began his career as a business journalist in

Frankfurt, Germany. After he moved to the United
States in the late 1930s he continued to write while
teaching at a liberal arts school, Bennington College in
Vermont. After his second book, Future of Industrial
Man came out in 1943, General Motors invited Drucker
to examine its management structure and that
assignment led to his third book, Concept of the
Corporation, published in 1946, and his second career
as a “social ecologist” a term he prefers over
management consultant. 

His practical, yet forward-looking approach (he
predicted in the mid-60s that health care would be one
of the biggest industries today) caught many business
leaders’ attention and propelled Drucker to be known as
one of the business world’s greatest thinkers. Drucker’s
ideas and writings are still considered by many to be the

most irrefutable in management.
“Professor Drucker’s ideas include fundamental

truths about human nature and management of human
beings. These have not, and will not, change,” says
Joseph Maciariello, a professor at the Drucker School of
Management at Claremont Graduate School in
California.

But do they work in today’s technology and
electronic communication-dominated business world?

“E-commerce is a switch to a business model that his
theory of the business can easily accommodate,”
Maciariello states. “And the most effective tool for the
knowledge-worker is his book “The Effective
Executive.”

Now the Marie Rankin Clarke Professor of Social
Science and Management at the Peter F. Drucker School
of Management, Drucker is perhaps the most influential
writer today in modern organizations and their
management. His 31 books, which have been translated
into more than 20 languages, include the classics The
Practice of Management and Management: Tasks,
Responsibilities, Practices. Drucker still serves as a
consultant to numerous governments, public service
institutions and major corporations on management
issues. 

Continued on page 7
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To better help its clients successfully compete in
today’s business world, KPMG Consulting, LLC last year
required all of its consultants to be certified in its e-
commerce curriculum, which taught the latest Internet
tools, concepts and technologies.

This required some 8,000 consultants working
throughout the country and the world to take a 40-hour-
long course in e-commerce tools and business strategies
and then pass a final test before attaining certification. All
this had to be completed within a couple of months. 

In an agreement with the San Francisco-based e-
learning provider DigitalThink, KPMG’s solution was to
create an Internet learning portal that offered all of the
materials necessary for certification. This includes the pre-
and post-test, the course itself and access to all of the
materials. 

The course, Internet 101, is the first in a series of three
e-engineering training programs designed to help
consultants help clients leverage the Internet to achieve a
competitive advantage. Internet 101 also helps establish a
common vocabulary for all KPMG Consulting personnel
and familiarizes users with basic business, operational and
technical issues and tools in moving business to the
Internet.

The first round of consultants completed the course in
about 45 days, an endeavor that normally would have
taken the consulting company 18 months to three years to
complete, said Steve Zahm, co-founder and vice president
of DigitalThink. Since its launch earlier this year, some
18,000 consultants and other KPMG employees finished
the course and received a certificate of completion. 

“Internet 101 helps teach our clients to use the Internet
to a competitive advantage, which is necessary to survive
today,” explains D. Mark Andrews, manager of e-Learning
Alliances for KPMG Consulting. “The future is about
competing business models, making sure clients have
Internet presence and are strategically using the Internet.
In Internet 101 we talk about e-business, e-strategy and
the underlying technologies that make it run. It’s a mixed
media course with materials provided online, in books,
CD-ROMs and reports. We wanted to bring together
cutting edge content. We tried to bring together the best
information.”

At KPMG, participants are allowed to take the course
at their own pace, so long as they finish within a specified
amount of time. The deadline, three months after the start
date of the course, is not taken lightly and consultants
who don’t finish in time risk losing raises and bonuses,
notes Andrews. This is because today’s global economy,
reduced product development cycles and hyper-
competition means the most successful companies are
those that have the ability to reskill employees at Internet

speed. 
Internet 101
for experts?

At first glance, it seems
strange that KPMG
Consulting, LLC an
Internet integration
services company, would
have to teach its consultants a basic course on e-commerce
tools. But it is necessary, say those involved in developing the
learning portal, to ensure that all employees know the same
basic information about an industry that is growing and
changing at a rapid rate. 

“What it does is create a base level of literacy of
e-commerce and e-business,” said Zahm. “Typically,
companies don’t know what they know. Portals like these
show them what their employees do know or don’t know.
This helps make e-commerce a company-wide initiative.”

Andrews notes that despite the “101” in the title, the
course is not a walk in the park. Few have passed the pretest,
which exempts people from the course, including an Internet
expert who recently published a book on the subject.

“The whole focus of the program is to help a company
reposition itself (for e-commerce) using new business
models,” explains Andrews. “For our clients, the question is
how we do we do this internally? This is a training program
to address that concern.”

“It creates a bottom-up push,” Zahm adds. “We (the
company) will educate you about e-business, make you
e-business literate and you (the employee) can then tell us
what to do to embrace this business. It empowers employees
and puts everyone, from the lowest level ad man to the top
executive, all on the same page.”

The course was originally designed for KPMG’s
consultants, but after word about the course spread, the
company’s administrative support and other staff members
began asking about Internet 101.

“At KPMG, administrative support was not initially
included in first round of training,” Andrews says. “When
they found out about it, they also wanted to participate in the
program. Perhaps it’s out of the fear that if they don’t know
enough, they can’t be successful. For others it’s validating
what they already know.”

While many employees volunteered to start the course, it
took more than ambition to get all of them to finish it,
Andrews admitted.

“We didn’t get every employee through on his or her own
motivation,” Andrews said. “We made it a requirement that
they had to complete it by a certain time.”

D. Mark Andrews Steven Zahm

Movers and Shakers
KPMG and DigitalThink Offer Fast, Vast Introduction
to the Internet

Continued on the next page
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Corpedia originally started out offering courses in
legal compliance such as preventing sexual harassment.
Soon however, the company began looking to expand
into “soft skill” education and training in management
and other upper level business skills. The Drucker course
is the company’s first product in this new venture.

“Managing Oneself” includes multimedia
presentations offered online and includes long passages
of Drucker speaking, quizzes and sections where
participants must answer questions about their ambitions
in writing. These responses are e-mailed back
periodically to the participants to remind them to stay on
track in pursuing their goals. 

In “Managing Oneself” executives learn how to
maximize their contribution. “People Decisions” sets
forth the rules and principles of hiring and promotions.
“Managing the Boss” teaches executives how to improve
their own performance by enabling their bosses to also
perform at a higher level. “Effective Decision Making”
takes a scientific approach to this task, and “Knowledge
Worker Productivity” focuses on the special challenges
facing executives leading today’s knowledge work force. 

“He really pertains to the new economy because
everything he teaches is about the future,” Brigham

notes. “He’s a huge proponent of distance education and
believes universities will eventually disappear.”

Ivy League status
Brigham says the fact that Drucker was heavily

involved in producing and ultimately approved the
courses will give them status. Corpedia is working on
producing other courses which will feature some of the
most well-known intellects in the business world.
Brigham is reluctant to identify the featured speakers
until the products are closer to an actual launch date.

“If you extrapolate out where our corporate partners
and ourselves are going, we are helping corporations
“brand” their internal training/education departments into
something that can not only provide good competitive
education, but also act as a recruiting and retention tool,”
says Brigham.

“You may recall when Xerox had the best sales
training program in the world. It has largely fallen by the
wayside in the past five years unfortunately. This
reputation for them was a critical recruiting advantage.
We are helping certain corporations recapture this edge
—which is all too critical in today’s environment of the
‘free agent knowledge worker.’”

Movers and Shakers
Now available to the public

Originally developed just for KPMG’s consultants, the
portal is now available to clients and will soon be
accessible to the public. Andrews came up with the idea
after responding to requests from business owners who
had learned about the portal from news articles. 

“I saw that half of the requests for more information
were form small businesses,” Andrews said. “KPMG
Consulting is a global business company, it doesn’t
normally provide services to small businesses, but we
just thought this was a good thing to do.”

The portal is now part of an e-strategy program at the
University of Guatemala. Through word-of-mouth alone,
the portal has attracted about 100 customers. Later this
year KPMG will begin advertising the portal, which will
be available to individuals at the retail price of $995 for
the full 40-50 hour course. There is a volume discount
for businesses.

“We’ve only done a soft launch to date with no
advertising,” Andrews says. “We have about 300 e-mails
waiting for reply when the full launch is ready, which we
haven’t set a date for, but it will be shortly.”

Continued from page 5

Drucker on Managing Today’s Employee, the Knowledge Worker

Continued from page 6
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The tag line of real estate agent coach Bernice Ross’s
e-mail reads: “Seven percent of the agents conduct 93
percent of the transactions — the rest don’t have
coaches.”

Coaches? Like those adults in high school who made
you run three miles a day to improve your speed and
endurance? Like those big, suited-up men at college and
professional sports competitions who pace along the
sidelines and looked pained when their team fumbles the
ball? Like those motivational speakers hired to pump up
the employees at conferences?

Sort of. Like athletes and employees in large
corporations, real estate agents need someone to help
them reach their full potential. One would assume that
the mere fact that agents depend on sales for income
would be inspiration enough, but Ross says this is not
true.

Sometimes agents get so caught up in the pursuit of
closing deals, they lose perspective, explains Ross from
her office in Austin, Texas. They sacrifice vacations and
time with family and friends for work, and find
themselves thinking about it during their few free
moments. Soon, an overwhelmed agent’s quality of life
begins to erode and along with it the ability to perform at
his or her best with every client. Agents like these soon
find themselves bungling final sales and losing business. 

“We attract who we are,” Ross explains. “If someone I
am counseling is attracting clients who are dishonest, the
first thing I would say as a coach is look at what is going
on in your personal life. If you want better clients, you
have to improve yourself.”

Which is why Ross’s business, Real Estate Coach,
includes information on improving one’s life as well as
one’s approach to selling. Ross, who specializes in
telecoaching (coaching to individuals and groups over
the telephone) has given several teleclasses (courses
delivered via conference calls) through Coldwell Banker
University (CBU) since 1998. Recently, Coldwell Banker
hired Real Estate Coach to provide telecoaching services
to its agents located across the country and around the
world. Telecoaching was made available to Coldwell
Banker’s agents through CBU as of July 5.

“What we are looking at is providing another service,”
says Terrie Meyers, director of education for the western
region at CBU. “We’re offering this to all sales
associates who can’t take time out for classes as an
alternative. We’re always looking for new, innovative
ways to provide education, particularly for those areas
where we have only one or two agents.”

CBU offers more than 100 hours in various areas of
real estate including sales and marketing, legal issues,
specialty markets, communication, management and
leadership. Via its Web site, <www.cbu.com>, the
university provides a course catalog, student services,
course materials for sale in the bookstore, a resource
center for research and even a place to relax and meet
fellow students and staff.

Coldwell Banker University is the first online school
designed specifically for real estate agents. It offers its
classes through various delivery methods including live
training, teleclass sessions, video and on-line classes.

Telecoaching
Using a combination of techniques including

knowledge management, long distance learning and
paper-based materials, Ross helps real estate agents
improve their communication and negotiating skills and
listing presentations to attract more listings and better
clients. 

Ross’s coaching services include group and individual
sessions. All of the classes and coaching are offered over
the phone using conference call technology. Additionally,
Ross at her Web site <www.realestatecoach.com> offers
a series of “top-ten” lists available to agents at no cost.
These lists contain suggestions for increasing sales,
success rates, attracting better clients and improving
ones’ quality of life.

“Having [participants] focus on their core values, such
as what’s important to them, is essential so they can
provide their clients with the best service possible,” she
says.” One of the biggest traps for agents is they think
they have to do it all. They get real attached to the
“white knight” syndrome and feel they are solely
responsible for finding the perfect home for their clients.
These days, the focus is on the customer, not the agent.
They need to know how they can provide the best service
to help their clients make the best decision possible.”

Bringing the far flung together
Ross has been coaching real estate agents for about

three years, first at the John Douglas Company in
California. After it was acquired by Coldwell Banker in
the fall of 1997, Ross’s company offered three
teleclasses through CBU. At the John Douglas Company,
Ross began offering teleclasses after she was faced with

Coldwell Banker Adds Coaching to CBU Curriculum

CBU LOGO
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ensuring that the business’ agents, located throughout
California, were kept up-to-date on their certification
requirements and other skills. With little money set
aside for training, Ross began to look for alternatives to
classroom-based courses and realized the telephone
would be the best form of delivery. 

“I was training at Coach University, which uses
teleclasses,” Ross explains. “Then at John Douglas I had
to offer training all over California and I decided that
CoachU’s teleclasses would work.”

Ross has a team of 22 coaches, each with different
areas of focus and approaches.

“Coaches are posted [on the Web site] with a short
bio and a picture,” she says. “The audio podium offers
10-15 minute samples of the person performing. It
might be a segment on time management or how to
build your own business. People will be able to go and
experience it. They can then set up an interview with the
coach they want.”

For agents short on cash and in need of some
guidance, Ross plans to offer group coaching for $99 a
month. She is also adding classes that take the skills and
approaches of Coldwell Banker’s top performers and
teaches them to other agents.

“We want to look at the top producing agents to see
if there are some core values for performance,” she says.
“We’re also looking for core competencies for real
estate managers and agents.”

Ross says high performing agents have not only
mastered the fundamentals of the real estate business,
but they also possess a certain “magic” which enables
them to attract clients.

“Our Top 10 lists integrate time-proven fundamentals
with field-tested strategies from hundreds of multi-
million dollar producers,” Ross notes.

Teleclasses
Ross’s currently offers several teleclasses at Coldwell

Banker University including SuccessTrack, which
teaches prospecting, presentation and listening skills to
agents who have been in the business for less than one
year and Success TrackPro for more experienced agents.
These courses are designed to help participants build
self-confidence and develop a productive business. Ross
sends the material for the class ahead of time and has
the participants read it before the classes start. Ross also
teaches a class called Leader’s Edge for high performing
sales associates who are members of Coldwell Banker’s
President’s Circle and Elite and a class on listening and
communication skills.

Honest, earns the respect and trust of others, builds
long-term relationships, makes good decisions and is
patient.

These are the qualities of a great human being, leader
and coach, according to Mark David, an executive coach.
With more than 20 years experience, Mark David, 53,
during the 1980s was known as a turnaround expert
because of his role in restructuring several San Francisco
area companies.

Today David is the president of The Mark David
Corporation in San Mateo, California, where he coaches
managers in building high-performance teams. In his
newly released book Coaching Illustrated: a proven
approach to real-world management David describes the
30 principles he considers to be essential in becoming a
successful coach and leader. In a recent interview, David
said the book is for those who were looking for one
source to help improve their coaching techniques.

“I wrote this book for people who are looking for rules
and regulations, ways and techniques to be a better
coach,” David explains. “I found that in the corporate
environment where I came from, there was no easy access
to this information. I read Ken Blanchard, [Peter] Senge,
[Steven] Covey and others, but there was no one place for

this information.
“Basically, this book is for

anyone who is looking to become a
better coach, though you don’t have
to be one in order to benefit from it.
This is for people who want to
manage those around them, who are
looking for ways to influence others
proactively.”

David adds that the book also
helps managers assess their own
behavior and take into account whether they have actually
followed through on the 30 principles.

“It’s all about communication,” David says. “Recently I
started working with a high-tech organization. Everyone
there is a scientist with an Ivy League education. I started
with the following experiment. I gave all of the top
managers and executives a test with 100 questions on how
to be a coach. All of those tested scored 100 percent. Then
I took the same 100 questions to the front line and asked
them the same questions about their bosses. Their
employees flunked them.”

Mark David

Continued on page 11

A Good Coach = a Good Leader
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Continued from page 1

Learning Organizations at Work
2. In your book, you describe a learning

organization as one where there is a formalized
effort to exchange knowledge. Knowledge
management entails, in part, formalizing informal
exchanges of information. How can companies go
about doing this, such as capturing stories of
success told around the water cooler, and
incorporating them into training programs?

The definition of a learning organization is one that is
skilled in creating, acquiring, interpreting, transferring
and retaining knowledge, and at purposefully modifying
its behavior to reflect new information and insights.

The first three are traditional academic endeavors.
Transferring and retaining knowledge are what
knowledge management systems are all about. The key is
to ensure that when an employee leaves, his or her
knowledge doesn’t leave with him. I see knowledge
management as a subset (of a learning organization), but
by no means the complete answer. Knowledge
management means once you’ve got it (knowledge) you
keep it and move it around but not necessarily change
because of it.

Knowledge management tries to formalize the transfer
of knowledge by various means. Some of the most
effective means of transfer are on-site hand holding, or
when one team of employees, such as a team from
research and development, meets in person with a team
from marketing to talk about a new product. 

At the Xerox Research Center in Palo Alto, experts
collected stories from technicians on how they solved
particularly difficult problems with specific products.
Those vignettes have saved thousands of dollars because
the technicians being trained can relate to story telling.
IBM, through its Institute for Knowledge Management in
England, also used story telling to help employees settle
global accounts, which tend to be very complex. They
ended up pulling together entire groups of salesmen and
video taping them as they told their stories of how they
pulled off certain deals. The trick is to get out the
meaningful generalizations and that’s where you need the
knowledge management experts. 

Case studies are another way to capture this
information. Motorola would teach two paired cases of
a successful and unsuccessful launch of certain kinds of
semiconductor chips. It brought in the managers for
both cases to talk about what happened, a kind of
“lessons learned” exercise. Chrysler had a joint venture
with Mitsubishi’s Diamond Star motors in which it
asked a group of experts to develop a case study of how
Diamond Star motors worked. That study, which
focused on the company’s current design, manufacturing
and purchasing systems, was taught to the top 500
senior managers at Chrysler in small group discussions.
That information helped launch the company’s LH cars,

one of its most successful lines.

The United States Army has a group that collects
lessons learned. That unit went to Haiti to watch the first
set of troops sent there and give a daily review of what
did and didn’t work. They developed training scenarios
and simulations for subsequent groups. Six months later,
when groups came out of Haiti, soldiers had responded to
23 real life situations out of the 24 simulations developed
for training. 

3. It has been said that the Balanced Scorecard,
if implemented throughout a company, would
allow a business to compare the performance of
each unit. How, in your opinion, do performance
metrics relate to a learning unit and where does
performance measurement fit into the learning
organization? 

There is a misconception about learning. It is seen as
something that is developmental and that we all enjoy
doing, but it is also supposed to pay off. If you’re
learning and not seeing demonstrations of performance
gains, then the training is not serving its purpose. What a
Balanced Scorecard does is help you channel and direct
the learning. The Balanced Scorecard develops a refined
set of metrics that tests whether the learning is effective.

It’s surprisingly hard to do because you have to work
through a causal change. First you have to determine
what the problem is and then, given the problem, what
has to be learned to fix it. Finally one has to find the best
learning strategy for teaching the necessary skill or
knowledge. 

This doesn’t have to be a huge money drain and it can
result in significant cost savings or increased revenue. GE
in its Change Acceleration Project required all of its top
managers to undergo seven days of classes over a 90-day
period. Teams from each of the corporation’s divisions
had to bring in real problems, ones that (CEO) Jack
Welch called “need to do, not nice to do.” Each team had
to devise a solution that would improve the bottom line.
Welch himself reviewed the results of each solution.

5. In your last chapter you explain the
importance of leaders in a learning organization’s
success. It seems obvious that a successful
company needs to be a learning organization, yet
many business leaders are reluctant to devote the
resources toward becoming one. Has your research
revealed the reasons behind leaders’ reluctance and
what are those reasons?

(Leader) reluctance comes in two forms: One is the
inability to make the connections between learning and
the bottom line. The other is that learning is viewed
through a very narrow lens by most leaders. They see it
as “education and training” whereas there are many
instances of learning happening in day-to-day tasks.
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The problem is too many executives are narrowly
focused on the bottom line and they don’t see how
learning can contribute toward it.

Take for example the experimentation that happens on
the shop floor everyday at Allegheny Ludlum Steel. Ask
Dick Simmons (CEO and chairman of Allegheny
Ludlum) about what is going on and he will tell you that
experimentation is an investment. Just like purchasing a
new piece of equipment, experimentation is an investment
for which you expect to get a return. Learning is an
investment. You recognize that there may be a short-term
loss for a long-term gain. What too many executives are
seeing is the cost without looking at the benefits. 

6. In addition to the techniques you describe,
do Six Sigma and other quality improvement
measures apply in learning organizations and if
so, how?

Six Sigma is an example of a systematic problem
solving and large-scale learning initiative. Just like GE’s
Work Out and Change Acceleration Process, Six Sigma
focused the entire company on widespread learning.
Many companies have a tendency to roll out 20 different
quality improvement initiatives, which confuses people.
Jack Welch would roll out only one every 3-5 years but
everyone would participate.

7. If every leader in America bought your
book, read it from cover to cover and began
immediately turning his or her business, section
or organization into a learning organization, how
would business, government and other aspects of
this country change?

You’d see two big changes. Learning would be linked
to improvement rates, whether it’s cost, productivity or
efficiency, you would see sustained and accelerated
gains. To do something new, you have to learn
something and to do more, you have to do more that’s
new. You would see greater product introduction rates,
happier customers and better quality.

Organizations would be very different places. Right
now, short term results and the bottom line are the
primary driving factors in most companies. The urgent
tends to drive out the important. I think people would get
a lot more satisfaction out of their jobs if they gave a lot
more thought to what they were doing.

Companies are offering sabbaticals to entice
employees and prevent burn out. But why do employees
have to seek something new outside of work? Why not at
work? Companies need to get their employees more
involved in improving processes, into contributing
toward its success. I hope my books leads more leaders
to begin doing just that.

The principles to good coaching are straightforward
and based on common sense, says David. Some of the
principles, for example, advise readers to: “build trust and
respect, not popularity,” “tell your team what you expect,”
“be a reflective thinker,” “listen to the data your team
members give you,” and “never say “if I were you ... .”
David admits that the advice in his book is not new or
revolutionary, but that doesn’t mean managers are
following it.

“Take for example (principle) number 19 “understand
that people do things for their reasons and not yours,”
David says. “I would have to say that more than 90
percent of managers don’t answer that question because
they don’t know what makes their people tick.”

David blames this condition in part on downsizing and
how it increases the workloads of the remaining
employees.

“What’s happening now more than ever is that people
are running so fast that they’re standing still,” David notes.
“When middle management is gutted out, organizations
are looking to part-timers to run the show and be creative.
Where’s it all supposed to come from?”

With each principle, a brief example of how it could be

applied is presented. David, who has been keeping records
since he was in his early 20s, said the examples came
from those early observations and from experiences with
his clients. 

The book focuses on keeping the lines of communication
open and instructing managers to listen to their
employees’ opinions. Advice that many agree with, but are
reluctant to follow, possibly because they feel it would
undermine their authority. 

“They’re reluctant to be this personable with
employees,” David explains.

Until they have to be. One client David worked with
listened to his advice, but continued working in his usual
autocratic, authoritative manner once David was out of
earshot. 

It wasn’t until the client’s boss threatened to fire him
unless he changed that the client began to listen to David
in earnest.

“No one will change until they are willing,” David
explains. “What I’ve learned is that people can be helped
and people can accelerate to get there. That’s what most
coaches don’t understand.”

Continued from page 9

A Good Coach = a Good Leader
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In the process of venturing into the e-business
consulting industry, IBM realized that it needed to train
more than 160,000 employees, business partners and
customers in the various skills necessary to successfully
launch and manage an e-business venture.

After successfully facing the challenge of re-skilling
more than 82,000 internal employees and 85,000 business
partners and customers, IBM decided to take its internally
tested program on the road—so to speak—make it into a
product and sell it. That decision led to the creation of
IBM’s e-business Skills Development Services, which
provides a range of classes, from information technology
instruction in Java and HTML to business skills such as
interactive marketing and e-commerce.

Training employees in e-business skills may seem to
some as necessary as teaching someone to sew when better
quality suits, shirts, dresses and pants are already available
off the rack at a fraction of the cost. Why train an employee
in Java or HTML when you can simply hire someone who
already has those skills? And why teach management or
marketing skills to technicians when you already have
competent leaders and a solid marketing staff on hand?
Better yet, why not hire an outside firm to handle the whole
venture?

Because it’s just not that simple, explains Rick Horton,
general manager of IBM’s learning services and head of
the company’s Skills Development for e-Business project.
For one thing, few people even share the same definition of
B2B.

“First you must create a consistent view, which was
what we did internally at IBM,” Horton explains. “Then
executives were asked how business can be improved with
the new definition (of B2B).”

Despite recent studies that indicate B2B will save
companies up to 40 percent in total costs, and is probably
the fastest growing industry today, IBM is among only a
handful of companies that offer training specifically
designed for such ventures. 

“Everybody is looking to gain e-business skills,” says
Horton. “In the long term, others will get into it, but right
now IBM is not facing a lot of competition.”

This is due partially to the fact that there is no
universally accepted definition of e-business or B2B and
therefore, no specific set of skills have been determined
except by leaders of some of today’s largest ventures. The
knowledge and expertise they recommend goes far beyond
knowing Java and how to work well with others.
Covisint: you’re the boss

The members of Covisint, an integrated supply chain for
the automotive industry, are General Motors, Ford,
DaimlerChrysler, Renault and Nissan. Now in the final
stages of approval by the Federal Trade Commission,
Covisint will be established as an independent company

and will work as a Web-based inventory for its members.
By using the Web, a manufacturer’s production schedule
and any subsequent changes could be sent simultaneously
and instantly throughout its entire supply chain, thus
reducing the need for the members to maintain costly
inventory and increasing companies’ ability to respond to
market changes.

“Covisint will provide the language for manufacturers
and suppliers to talk to each other in the future,” says Alice
Miles, president of the Ford B2B ConsumerConnect and a
member of the executive team planning the exchange.
“With complete confidence and security, buyers and sellers—
regardless of their size and position in the supply chain—will
soon have a way to communicate with each other in a real-
time, virtual way.”

This venture did not come without its struggles, Miles
notes. Unlike most brick-and-mortal businesses Covisint,
like other Web-based businesses, does not have a well-
definied hierarchy.

“You just don’t have the clean lines of promotion,”
Miles explains. “We honestly all do everything. You need
to be a strategist, but also be able to roll up your sleeves to
carry out your ideas. We are all actively engaged on tactical
and strategic issues, and that’s a leadership skill that needs
to be developed. The difference here is that you do it all.”

Covisint doesn’t offer formal training in strategic
thinking or general business acumen, but it does try to
instill certain leadership qualities in all of its employees. 

“Our employees need to have the ability to strategize
and see how it unfolds,” Miles explains. “That’s the type of
skill set you need. Being able to work in an unstructured
environment. It is tough to train someone for this.

“It requires a certain skill set that includes knowledge of
the Internet, an understanding of the global nature of the
Internet and a solid knowledge of the automobile industry.”

Mile admits that few people possess all of these
qualities, so many must undergo some training to fill in
skills gaps.

“We’re involving suppliers in our planning efforts and
we’re starting to acquaint suppliers to the theory of
exchange and the requirements of the community,” Miles
notes. “The general leadership model that gets developed is
one where teamwork and leadership are critical to success
in this kind of environment.”

Along with being able to see a project through from
concept to final distribution, Covisint requires its
employees to be able to work with different departments
such as marketing, technology and manufacturing.
IBM: filling in the gaps

The company got into e-business consulting and training
two years ago after the Chairman Louis V. Gerstner, Jr. said
he wanted the company to look into it.

How To Train For Success On The Internet
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“The chairman said e-business looked different from
than anything else IBM was doing and he wanted to know
more about it,” Horton explains. “We did an analysis of
what skills and services are needed in e-business and
established that there was a gap between the skills
required and what was on hand in training. Based on that
gap, chairman said to develop all of the training that
addressed closing it.”

That initial request spawned, among other things, the
company’s Learning Services division, one of four
different groups within IBM. The other three provide
consulting, maintenance, and product creation and
manufacturing.

The Learning Service’s first customer was IBM itself
as the company in its quest to launch the e-business
consulting service needed to train all of the employees,
supply chain members, business partners and customers
involved. Instruction was delivered via the classroom, the
Internet, CD-ROM and other distance learning options.
The curriculum ranges from introductory-level e-business
classes for all employees to e-business strategies for
managers and certification courses for technicians and
sales staff. The key, Horton explains, is to fill in the skills
gaps. 

“Typically, the Business Innovation Service group
would go in as the consultant and they’d take Learning
Services along to do all of the training,” Horton explains. 

IBM tailors its training services to its clients’
application development environment by carrying out a
performance-needs analysis, skills assessment, role and
job definition, role-based curriculum development, and
mentoring and tutoring.

IBM e-business Skills Development Services currently
offers a portfolio of four services: two for the IT sector
and two aimed at the business side of corporate enterprise.
Instruction for IT professionals includes Application
Development Skills Transition and Business Intelligence
Skills Transition. Services for business professionals
include e-business Immersion for Managers and
Executives.

It has also recently added a new role-based e-business
curriculum which addresses the specific training needs of
all employees; from technicians to top executives, and
training needs for small and mid-sized businesses. 

“IBM’s new program helps organizations focus on e-
business, line key teams up with the company’s e-business
strategy, and develop the skills of the most important asset
they already have — their employees,” Horton explains.

In addition to finding ways to explore new avenues of
business, Gerstner asked that the company look into how
e-learning could enhance classroom-based instruction
with technology and save money. Since that request, IBM
moved about 20 percent of the company’s educational
offerings to distance learning and saved the company
$200 million, Horton notes.

“We focus on IT product training,” Horton explains.

“We’re doing a lot in ERP (enterprise resource planning)
and CRM (customer relationship management). We’re
also doing a lot of training associated with the consulting
and implementation process.”
Dow Corning

Dow Corning Corporation, which uses silicon-based
chemicals to produce products for industries as diverse as
automotive (General Motors) and chemical (Air Products
and Chemicals), has done a limited amount of business-
to-business through electronic funds transfer and other
activities. It is now in the process of adding B2B in a
more significant manner, according to Ed Colbert, the
manager of learning and development at the Michigan-
based corporation. Colbert is responsible for leadership
development, organizational and technical effectiveness.

“The initial training need that has been identified is an
introductory e-commerce learning solution for employees
that will be interacting in the e-business environment,”
Colbert explains. “We are also fully utilizing SAP’s
(software), and a training strategy and curriculum that is
in place for all of SAP’s modules.”

Learning how to use SAP’s software will require
additional training Colbert notes. 

In the next few years, Horton predicts training will be
the largest growth area in e-business. IBM currently
charges $25,000 to $250,000 for the service and the
company’s Global Services department, under which the
learning services operates, reported $32 billion in revenue
in 1999.

“The marketplace is huge and growing rapidly,” Horton
notes. “There are lots of opportunities. We’re staying very
focused on the marketplace.”

AD
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You’re a CEO, a department manager or a small business
owner. You have one challenge in common. You need to
measure the performance of your employees. Unfortunately,
many executives and companies rely on the wrong criteria and
often reward undeserving individuals, while overlooking those
who merit positive reviews. Here are some examples I’ve
experienced in my consulting practice.

“We are constantly scrambling to get product out the door.
You should talk with Bob about this, he’s the new production
manager.”

When I walked into production, all I could see were work
orders piled up on the floor. There were five times as many
work orders on the floor as ones being worked on. The
department was in chaos. Why was Bob the new production
manager? He didn’t do a lot of planning and he wasn’t good at
having people track production. He liked to run a one-man
show, walking around the plant telling people what to work on
each day.

Bob “made shipments happen” so he got promoted.
However, if the company had measured how well production
was planned and coordinated, Bob would never have been
promoted. 
At another client

“Paperwork is horrendous; it seems everything gets handled
several times and we still have errors. And it takes forever to
get anything done.”

A review of the processes indicated that the people who
had been hired to prepare work orders and schedule
production were essentially clerical workers. Great emphasis
had been placed on creating forms for these people to manage
their work. In addition, several reviews had been implemented
for control purposes. What were the people measured on?
Attendance, the amount of paperwork they processed and the
look of the documents produced. No one was measured on
efficiency or accuracy of schedules or on the content for work
orders.

Many years ago I was interviewing workers at a company
that had gone through a lot of changes. When I asked someone
who had been around the longest what they did they replied,
“What do I do? You tell me what I get measured on and that’s
what I do.”

If indeed, you are what you measure, then it’s important to
know what to measure in employee performance to motivate
success by the employee and the company. Today’s senior
managers face a diverse range of demanding issues. They are
supposed to look at the ‘big picture’ while juggling several
issues in assigning priorities and resources. Issues such as:
• Customer service concerns
• Developing new sales
• Competitive positioning

• Developing new products or services
• Entering new markets or new channels of distribution
• e-commerce
• Profit margins
• Financing
• Stockholder issues
• Employee safety
• Legal risks
• Environmental concerns
• Regulatory considerations

You can train people all you want, but if nobody is
accountable, nothing gets done. If someone is accountable,
then it gets done because it’s his or her head if he or she
doesn’t. Therefore, you must determine whether you need
training or education needed and establish accountability to
make sure it gets done and done properly.

Training is more mechanical and easier to measure.
Education is harder as it teaches concepts and not specific
skills. First you have to determine the purpose of training or
education, which is to help people to do the right things right. 

Then you need to establish accountability to make sure
people are carrying out the skills they learned. For example,
someone is taught in sexual harassment prevention training not
to make crude jokes. If that worker is not reminded, then he or
she will continue that offensive behavior.

Management personnel need to address both ‘doing things
right’ and ‘doing the right things.’ Organizations need a
framework of ‘guiding principles’ that can be used when a
decision is required. This helps to improve and speed up
decision-making. If you can’t identify the right things to do,
you can’t measure progress. You have no way of knowing how
far along you are in addressing all relevant issues.

In today’s increasingly complex business environment,
management tends to be more reliant on others for information
on what needs to be done. Information about the ‘external’
environment, such as customer needs, and information on the
‘internal’ environment is filtered to management. The people
providing the information control the filters and their agenda
can become the focus for data gathering. Without a formal
framework to establish what information is needed and how to
obtain it, senior management is at the mercy of others in
determining what to do.
• “The customer wants a larger product mix.”
• “The customer wants three-day lead time on orders.”
• “The customer said it would buy from us if we keep these

items in stock.”
These statements are hard to dispute. I have seen

companies work hard to comply with each one in an effort to
be customer-oriented, only to find out that none of these
statements were really correct. In a rush to be customer-
oriented some companies have gone so far as to dismantle a
$10 item to sell a 30-cent component for a one-time customer
and a total order of 30 cents. Others have promised customers
the same delivery and pricing on special orders for core items.
Some have gone even further to build inventory, add
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You Are What You Measure
By Ted Margison, President, TISIS, Inc.
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equipment capacity and hire more personnel so they could
give the same service on any item. 

In investigating such circumstances I found that
companies often were setting false standards for customers
— customers were willing to pay more and wait longer for
special orders. As such, the manufacturers lost value for the
financial stake holders. Value to employees decreased
because they were in constant turmoil, rushing to fill orders
that didn’t need to be rushed, and value to their suppliers
decreased because they were often asked to rush product
unnecessarily. 

Eventually things caught up to the customer end and they
suffered the result of an over-engineered supply chain.
Customers didn’t order more as a result of the faster-than-
needed service and lower-than-expected price. All that
happened was the customers’ expectations increased while
the value received by both the manufacturers and customers
decreased. 

By definition, successful companies do the right things
right. The ‘right things’ provide value to, and generate value
from organizations and individuals that can affect a
company’s success. There are distinct sets of ‘value-players’
with distinct requirements:
• Customers and consumers
• Financial stake holders
• Suppliers
• Employees
• Unions
• Alliance partners
• Government agencies and regulatory organizations
• Society

For example, customers and consumers want:
• The right item for the job
• At the right time
• At the right place
• In the right format
• In the right quantity
• For the right price
• With the right support

This sounds obvious, but when I’ve asked managers how
they determine what is ‘right’ I’ve found there were no
mechanisms in place to truly determine this. For example,
one company had assumed that the delivery date requested
by the customer was the ‘right time’. When we checked this
out we found that many customers were specifying early
dates in hopes of getting items when really needed or, were
allowing time to move items through their receiving and
distribution processes.

A lot of sales efforts focus on price—lowering the price to
close the deal, instead of focusing on providing a solution.
The sales people don’t determine what the customer really
needs. So to sell, they drop the price and promise things that
aren’t really needed but cost the company more to provide.
Valuing society

With regard to the ‘Society value players,’ there are many
instances where this group has had a substantial impact on
companies. Cigarette companies are a glaring example.

Society started expressing concerns about their products and
resultant litigation produced huge damage awards against
these companies.

One unusual example that I worked with was a home
heating oil company. The support services unit of the
company had been trying unsuccessfully for three years to
evaluate employees’ performance and measure their
contribution to the company as a whole. When I was
assigned to assist in solving the problem, I found there was a
committee of 27 people trying to determine just what
department’s role was and what performance reports were
required.

The support services group made house calls to repair
equipment. A lot of customers lived in relatively isolated
areas. In interviewing personnel from this group, I sought to
determine if they were able to identify opportunities to sell
upgraded or additional equipment. As the people talked about
their experiences I began to notice a common thread of
community benefit. 

Apparently, many of the people in the isolated areas were
elderly immigrants who were uncomfortable phoning for
assistance. In a couple of cases, service personnel responded
to calls only to find that the person was injured and had
tripped the heating alarm rather than phone for help. We
decided to try an experiment to see if we could provide
added value to these customers. We began discussions with
various government organizations to determine how best to
proceed. Within three weeks we had the first formal test.
Responding to a call a service person found an elderly
woman who had been severely injured. Her phone lines had
been knocked out in a storm. Following established
procedures, the service person gained entry to the home and
with radio support was able to stabilize conditions until the
women could be taken to the hospital. There was
considerable publicity about this event in that community.
Guess where others began going for their home heating oil?

‘Doing things right’ means organizing resources and
operations to do the right things, without wasted effort. Any
effort that does not provide direct support is not adding value
to the company.

Sometimes the greatest danger for a company is the very
tool it uses to make improvements. There is a saying that if
all you have is a hammer everything starts to look like a nail.
Measurements are made in terms of the tools used to fix the
situations. As companies grow, many processes become more
complex.  The company offers more products and more
services. There are more customers and more orders with
which to deal. These increases can cause problems in even
the most basic efforts, thus requiring improvement programs
that focus on doing things right to correct problems.

In many organizations personnel tend to get recognition
and promotion for fire-fighting efforts. Ironically, it is the
lack of planning and proper preparation which often results
in the problem in the first place. However, fire-fighting is a
highly visible effort with immediate feedback and
recognition. When people get measured on their success in
fire-fighting and get promoted for it, employees and the
company tend to focus on this reactive, expedient approach
instead of proactively adding value in delivering products
and services to customers and constituents.
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Storytelling and Other Organic Tools for Chief Knowledge
and Learning Officers

Th e fo llo w in g e x c e rp t is fro m th e b o o k In A c tio n:
L e a d in g Kn o w l e d g e M a n a g e m e nt a n d L e arn in g , n o w
ava ila b l e thro u g h A STD . Sn o w d e n w orks for IB M
G lo b a l S e rv ic e s b a s e d in th e U n it e d K in g d o m a n d
w a s th e d ire c tor o f th e Kn o w l e d g e a n d D iffe re ntia tio n
Pro gra m m e .

Distributing knowledge to a wider community
If storytelling can be used to disclose knowledge,

then it can also be used to communicate it. The
lessons-learned project, one of the first uses of story in
knowledge management, excited interest both within
IBM and outside the company, mainly as a result of a
mention in an article in Fortune magazine (Stewart,
1998). As a result of that article, a group of IBM staff
members from research, education, and the K&DP in
Europe came together in a series of meetings to
develop a formal method for the use of stories
(Snowden, 1999b). The model in figure 1 is based on
two fundamental insights:

• a distinction between an anecdote captured in the
field through observation or the story elicitation
techniques described in the previous case

• recognition that stories represent underlying values
or rule sets that provide the self-organizing
capabilities of the communities that they represent.

There is huge value in capturing and distributing
anecdotes within a company. At 3M, such activity is
seen as moving beyond the “laziness of bullet points”
to the greater complexity and context setting of
narrative form (Shaw, Brown, and Bromiley, 1998).
Many companies are hiring actors and scriptwriters to
improve their executives’ presentation skills and
capabilities. This involves decomposing a story into its
component parts to allow for improved storage of story
elements as well as to provide models for individuals
in companies to create more compelling stories (Orton,
1995). It is rather like providing the amateur artist with
an articulated model to assist in drawing life models,
or more prosaically, a connect-the-dots picture-drawing
guide. 

However, this is not enough. Stories created by
scriptwriters may be compelling, but that is not the
same as convincing. One of the discoveries in the story
project was that the capture of a critical mass of
anecdotes enables the extraction of the value or rule set
that underlies the behavior of the community in
question.

Figure 1. From anecdote to purposeful story.
Elicit Anecdotes
Construct Story
Existing values and rules.
Desired values and rules.
Decompose Anecdotes
Store Elements
This is powerful both in its own right and because it

allows the creation of stories based on desired values.
Such stories may be created from an individual anecdote
and enhanced through the process of decomposition and
construction. They may also be created using elements
from many anecdotes.

One recent project at IBM illustrates the value of
stories in communicating knowledge. IBM Global
Services had more than 100,000 professional staff to be
trained in the use of common work products. With the
growth in numbers of staff, it was no longer practical to
conduct all of this training in a physical setting.
Accordingly, a goal was set to deliver 30 percent of
internal training through distance learning, with
anticipated savings in 1999 alone of $100 million. 

In practice, interaction between trainers and trainees
has been necessary, and will always be necessary, for
effective knowledge transfer. Knowledge is contextual. It
is acquired through experience, and the closer the
experience is to the acquisition of the theoretical
constructs, the better. However, trainers can use their
position in relationship to the trainee as a means of
exerting power to ensure conformity and lack of future
threat, through assessment, qualitative ratings, and
restriction of access to necessary experience. In a virtual
environment, such issues of power are mitigated, but the
loss of intimacy with the trainers has traditionally been
seen as a worse sacrifice.

In this particular project, storytelling came onto the
scene late in the day. The basic structure of the training
and the vast bulk of the work of codification had been
complete. However, there was a desire to make the course
more effective. A junior consultant within the K&DP was
placed on the existing nonvirtual course as a trainee. She
captured the trainers’ anecdotes. These were powerful as
they had been refined through telling and retelling over
the years. Decomposition techniques were used on those
anecdotes to identify the main components. From this
mass of material two things were extracted:

By Dave Snowden
IBM Global Service-Europe
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• The underlying values and unarticulated rules of
behavior implied by the anecdotes were extracted
and represented.

• A series of archetypal characters—Jason the young
Harvard Business School graduate, the ambitious
practice leader, the thoughtful client, the
experienced practitioner—were identified.

The values and rules were checked against the
desired values and rules. The archetypal characters
were then used to construct a short and developing
story using a soap opera format (the circumstances
change but the characters do not). Scenes of this story
were used at the start of each module to convey key
learning through the subtext. The use of subtext is one
of the main strengths of a story. Few individuals react
well to be being told explicitly what they should do. A
story in which the same message is conveyed indirectly
through the subtext is more effective 

The story was delivered as a voice recording from a
single narrator, reinforced by cartoons. The use of the
story meant that participants increased the speed with
which they went through the training modules. The
subtext of the story improved their comprehension of
the training messages, and, more humanly, they wanted
to know what happened next! The successes and
failures of the characters also provide a growing body
of specialist language that can be used in subsequent
engagements with people who had been through the
same program. “Doing a Jason” can convey a very
complicated series of references when you have spent
several months of your life following Jason’s attempts
to make all life robotic and overly rational.

The use of storytelling will also allow us to move
beyond multiple-choice questions as the only cost-
effective means of scoring trainees’ assignments when
the volume requires computer scoring. Each of the
story elements of Jason, Tom, and their colleagues was
carefully constructed to contain key phrases and word
combinations linked with key behaviors. Course
participants will now be able to write an episode of the
Jason story using their own experience. That episode
can then be analyzed for occurrences of the key words
associated with that module. Too many associations,
and we have a parrot, not a consultant. Too few, and
we either have a genius or someone who just hasn’t got
it. It is at the extremes that we use human assessors;
the rest pass.

Storytelling has provided a powerful tool in the knowledge
management arsenal. Other applications include:

• Crafting cultural change programs. In one case, a
story was constructed using a myth format from
material gathered over two weeks in three

workshops. The pervasive and compelling story was
first told around a water cooler in the head office at
lunchtime on a Wednesday. By the close of business
on Friday, it had been retold in 600 branch offices.

• In a merger or any form of new partnership,
anecdote extraction from the company being
acquired allows extraction of the value set of that
organization (or subcommunity). Stories can be
created from the anecdote base of the acquired
company using the values of the acquiring company.
This means that executives briefing staff (who are
vulnerable to loss of identity postacquisition) can be
told the “right” stories from their own common
history by incoming executives.

There are many other possible examples.
Storytelling is a pervasive technique that triggers the
memory of knowledge and a desire to acquire
knowledge. Coupled with metaphor, it can convey
complex ideas in simple memorable forms to culturally
diverse communities far more effectively than other
mediums.

Editors Note: The entire chapter is available to
members at the Corporate University Collaborating
web site <www.traininguniversity.com>
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GLOBAL BEAT
Higher Education Ventures Online and into Corporate Training

It was only a matter of time after the first Web-based
course appeared on the Internet that universities, colleges
and other institutions of higher education would follow.

The first to venture onto the information highway was
New York University, which launched its for-profit Web-
based subsidiary NYUonline in 1998. It now offers a
Certificate in Management Techniques and will be launching
a new Masters of Science degree in Management and
Systems. Other more recent endeavors to launch cyber-
campuses include Cardean University, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of the privately-held UNext (formerly Knowledge
University), which has partnered with a consortium of elite
universities including Columbia Business School and the
London School of Economics and Political Science to offer
graduate degree programs in business administration,
information management and information technology. 

Many online university ventures are designed to make it
easier for working adults to get undergraduate or graduate
degrees, but they aren’t the only kind of student these
institutions are aiming to attract. Many universities now are
creating online or distance learning programs specifically for
corporate universities. 

Financially, corporations represent one of the biggest
potential growth areas according to recent studies. One by
the International Data Corporation (IDC), in Framingham,
Massachusetts, predicts that the corporate e-learning market
will surpass $7.1 billion by 2002. By being able to provide
the prestige and status of a college-accredited course, as well
as known scholars or experts as teachers, universities are
adding standard “soft” and technical skills courses to their
online subsidiaries or collaborating directly with
corporations to provide training. The following is a summary
of some of the most recent ventures by universities into the
corporate training industry.

NYU and McGraw-Hill
Most recently, NYUonline, the first for-profit educational

subsidiary by a major American university, in partnership
with McGraw-Hill Education, a unit of The McGraw-Hill
Companies, will be offering some of its classes through the
McGraw-Hill Lifetime Learning (MHLL) division to
provide a channel of distribution for NYUonline certificate-
bearing management courses to the corporate marketplace.
Additionally, NYUonline will use custom publishing
capabilities of McGraw-Hill Higher Education (MHHE) to
provide print-based materials for its online students.

“The online education and training market is poised for
mega growth and McGraw-Hill Lifetime Learning and
NYUonline have partnered to become the global leader,”
says Gordon Macomber, President and CEO of NYUonline.
“Our corporate clients will find the NYUonline programs
and courses to be phenomenally applicable, compelling and
engaging.”

MHLL will offer corporations online certified business

management courseware, as well as customized solutions. In
addition to its Certificate of Management Techniques,
NYUonline will deliver other certificates and courses from
the university’s School of Continuing and Professional
Studies (SCPS), including information technology,
e-business and e-commerce, programs in marketing, foreign
languages, public relations, health care, finance, law and real
estate.

University officials say the arrangement provides
corporations with something in-house training
departments can’t, access to college-level classes and
material.

“New York University enjoys a global reputation for
educational excellence, and now NYUonline brings the
benefits of one of the best continuing education programs
in the world to a new group of online learners,” notes
Robert E. Evanson, president of McGraw-Hill Education. 

JonesU to offer Internet training 
Jones International University, the first fully online

accredited university, is now offering a certificate program
for corporate trainers that teaches them how to use the
Internet to train. The program “Using the Internet in
Corporate Training” is a four-week long course that
consists of four sections: Introduction to Distance
Learning and Web-based Training; Planning a Web-based
Training Course; Designing and Developing a Web-based
Training Module and Loading and Facilitating a Web-
based Training Module. 

JIU president Pamela Pease said the university created
the program to meet the needs of the growing number of
trainers who want to begin to expand their training tools.

“Corporations have always grappled with the need to
train employees while keeping costs down and
productivity up,” said Pease. “At JIU, we are enabling
corporate trainers to harness the enormous potential of the
Internet by teaching them how to implement online
training programs.”

This isn’t the only course JIU’s parent company, the
Jones companies, offers to corporate universities.
JonesKnowledge.com has now made available to
corporations its e-education software.

Corporations sponsor online Cardean U
Cardean University’s new online institution is

currently only available to its corporate customers and
their employees. Enrollment by individual students will
begin later this year. 

Cardean University, the first online institution of
higher education approved by the Illinois Board of
Higher Education, was founded by chairman and CEO of
Deerfield, Illinois-based UNext Andy Rosenfield, an
economist, lawyer, and senior lecturer at the University
of Chicago Law School. 

Continued on page 19
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Q : W h a t k in d o f tra in in g is
n e c e ss ary to h e lp a bric k-an d-
m ortar b us in e ss m a ke th e
trans itio n to a B 2 B or o th er Int ern e t-
b a s e d ve nture? Is th ere any tra in in g
re q u ire d, or d o e s it vary d e p e n d in g
o n th e in d ustry?
Kevin Wheeler is president of Global
Learning Resources, Inc., a consulting

and training company that helps organizations develop
robust, business-focused corporate education strategies.
For more information, visit www.glresources.com.

Converting a brick and mortar organization to a B2B
involves many changes in the skill sets of the employees. B2B
organizations require employees with marketing and
promotional skills, especially around effective use of the
Internet; good customer interface skills over the phone and by
email; and order fulfillment efficiency.

Many employees of traditional brick and mortar businesses
have slightly different skills, which may include good face-to-
face customer relations, knowledge of inventory and its
location, and good face-to-face selling and promotion skills.

Can an organization help employees switch from one set
of skills to the other? Maybe. Certainly there are courses and
activities that can help traditionally skilled employees
including classes in how to use the Internet, on-line marketing
and telesales and customer service center skills. 

Training may be part of a solution to the conversion, but it
would be also be useful to identify the exact skills that the
B2B wants and select employees who either express an
interest in making the conversion or already demonstrate
some of the needed talents. It is very expensive and perhaps
impossible to convert all the traditional employees into
efficient and effective B2B workers.

I recommend a program where employees can volunteer
for the new B2B and where selection criteria are established
to select the employees most likely to make the transition
smoothly. An introductory course or session will give them a
sense of what the job will really be like and provide them
with a basic set of skills. An ongoing training and coaching
program will help them continuously improve. Training can
help but it is not a panacea.

Badrul H. Khan, Ph.D. is director of the
Educational Technology Leadership
graduate cohort program at George
Washington University.  Author of Web-
Based Instruction, Khan is currently
working on a new book, Web-based
Learning. His home page is:
http://BooksToRead.com/khan.
Advances in information technology, coupled

with the changes in society, have created new paradigms for
the business and corporate training arena. To stay viable in
this globally competitive market, businesses must develop
effective e-business systems to meet the society’s needs. 

This is a great moment for businesses to be able to
participate in the global market regardless of their locations
and sizes. However, it is important to note that there is more
to e-business than technology. To me, B2B involves the
meaningful integration of both e-technologies and
e-learning strategies. Companies expanding into B2B at the
global level should consider the following critical factors
relevant to this environment:

Pedagogical: This may include goals/objectives, design
approach, organization, methods and strategies and the
medium of B2B environments. Technological: B2B
technology infrastructure includes technology planning,
guidelines, computer hardware and software, operating
systems, Internet connections and services. Interface design
deals with page, site and content design, navigation and
usability testing. Evaluation refers to B2B performance
assessment and environment evaluation. Management issues
include maintenance and distribution of information.
Resource support refers to the components necessary to
foster meaningful B2B environments. Ethical aspects of
B2B include social, cultural, geographical and learner
diversity, information accessibility, etiquette and legal issues.
Institutional issues may include policy, employees’ support
services and continuing education.

In designing interfaces for B2B, we should be sensitive to
cross-cultural communication and ethical issues. In
Bangladesh for example, the thumbs-up sign means you are
challenging someone. In other cultures, it means “good” or “I
understand.”

After reflecting on different grounds of e-commerce and
e-learning, I designed a conceptual framework for
comprehensive authoring system (http://AuthorWeb.net) with
a vision of helping companies to create meaningful
e-commerce and e-learning systems at the global level. 

The school plans to offer a full MBA-level business
curriculum as well as communication, management,
leadership, and other skills and knowledge courses for
professionals at all levels. Courses are created by Cardean
in association with faculty members from the consortium
schools; University of Chicago, Carnegie Mellon
University, Columbia University, Stanford University, and
the London School of Economics and Political Science.

Cardean’s pedagogy is grounded in “problem-based
learning,” which employs hands-on exercises or “learning
by doing.”

“The Internet makes it feasible to create a highly
interactive and community-based environment that
facilitates active learning and communication among
students, and between students and faculty,” says
Rosenfield.

Continued from page 18

Ask The Experts Q & A
How Do You Train For B2B Success?

Kevin Wheeler

Badrul H. Khan

Check out  the experts’ complete answers and much more at
<www.traininguniversity.com>
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Every two weeks, Amazon.com takes its employees’
collective pulse.

This measure is not part of the health plan as it is not heart
rates that the mega Web store is measuring, but rather
employees’ opinions and feelings about the company. With
the help of Ann Arbor, MI-based application service provider
eePulse, Amazon polls employees biweekly to keep track of
its workers’ opinions and views on recent decisions and
developments. 

“We use eePulse for most of our retail businesses, and
some of our functional groups and marketing,” explains Scott
Pitasky, director of strategic growth for Amazon.com.
“eePulse has given us exactly the right tool to collect and
assess how things are going in real time. It provides
quantitative trend data that lets us see what’s happening
within a group and calibrate the experience across
businesses.”

eePulse is an electronic survey and communication tool
which solicits employee comment, questions and suggestions
via e-mail. Employees are sent a weekly e-mail, linking them
to their personalized eePulse connection. Using a simple
question format, eePulse asks employees to rate their “pulse,”
or energy level. Based on a scale of 1 to 10, pulse answers
range from “not doing much, not having fun” to
“overwhelmed by work and need help.” The entire process
about takes two minutes to complete and becomes part of a
weekly routine. 

“We encourage people to talk to their manager,” says
eePulse CEO and founder Theresa M. Welbourne. “We also
encourage our clients to get manager and executive training to
effectively deal with the data.”

Welbourne started the company in 1997 after 15 years of
researching high growth companies at Cornell University in
Ithaca, N.Y. and University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
Through her research, Dr. Welbourne discovered that
employees who are energized by their jobs are more
productive and are less likely to seek employment elsewhere.
eePulse uses the Internet and a weekly e-mail to
confidentially find out what is really on employees’ minds. 

Amazon.com began using eePulse at the end of September
last year.

“We had a general interest in having a tool that could
provide feedback on a continuous basis,” Pitasky explains. 

In addition to collecting data such as trends or general
consensuses on different developments within the company,
Amazon.com was interested in getting qualitative data in the
form of individual questions and suggestions. 

“It’s realtime, every two weeks and very consistent,”
Pitasky notes. “Changes happen very quickly here. By polling
people this way, by e-mail, it’s consistent and fast and
provides the data we need.”

So far the survey hasn’t revealed
any shocking news to the company.

“It confirms things you already
know,” Pitasky notes. “We’re less
surprised on the big things, but we’re
always getting surprises from
individuals.”

While Amazon.com’s management
is pleased with the tool, employees
are taking a longer time to warm up
to it, he admits.

“They are a very skeptical work force,” Pitasky says. “I
think the employees don’t like the tool, but they still
respond.”

He notes their skepticism comes from the fact that
despite the advanced technology eePulse uses, “they’re no
different from any other survey.”

Unless employees see the company responding to the
employees’ input, eePulse will be dismissed as another
“feel good” initiative by the HR department. Many
companies survey their employees, particularly during a
period of high turnover. While these surveys give the
appearance that a company is concerned and wants to
please its employees, oftentimes nothing changes after the
survey results are completed and announced.

But after several months of Amazon’s leaders’ reporting
back results to the employees as well as the company’s
efforts to address any outstanding concerns, workers are
beginning to warm up to eePulse.

“What I see are people who are interested in the results
and what their co-workers have said,” Pitasky says. 

Now an associate professor of organizational behavior
and human resource management at the University of
Michigan Business School, Welbourne continues her
research as part of its Samuel Zell and Robert H. Lurie
Entrepreneurial Institute as well as through eePulse. 

“I started in late 1992 collecting information on all 136
companies that went public that year,” Welbourne says. “As
of 1993, only 60 percent survived. My study, published in
1996, showed that the only thing that helped the companies
that survived was HR value. Those companies placed value
on their people.”

Up to that point, nobody had ever studied the process of
becoming an IPO, so Welbourne decided to be the first.
Rather than approach her project using the traditional
academic research method of sending out a 150-question
survey to the companies before and after going public,
Welbourne tracked one company, Indus International, a
global provider of enterprise asset management solutions,
by polling employees weekly via e-mail during the IPO
process. 

New ASP Takes Workforce’s “Pulse”

Teresa Welbounne



Welbourne conducted the poll from Cornell and
discovered ten issues employees had with the IPO process. 

“Employees were concerned with many things during
and after the offering,” says Indus International founder
Robert Felton. “Asking specifically tailored questions,
eePulse helped alert me to a morale problem in a location
where new management had been assigned. The feedback
gained was invaluable in keeping employees part of the
process and productive.”

Using eePulse, Felton succeeded in keeping employees
informed during the IPO process while allowing access to
their feedback. 

“The importance of these questions was that they were
responded to,” Welbourne adds. “Results from one week’s
pulse, or even current corporate changes, may lead a client
to recognize the need to ask a different question. The
unique strength of eePulse lies in the fact that it requires
interaction with a corporation and its employees.”

By enhancing the ability of HR professionals and
management to help employees in the early stages of a
problem, eePulse can prevent an issue from causing
employees to leave the company, Welbourne says. eePulse
also provides HR departments the tools necessary to work
with management in addressing issues in a timely manner,

using accurate and up-to-date information. 

In addition to the pulse rate, the eePulse team asks
employees for comments about their work environment.
These open-ended comments allow companies to find out
what is important to their work force. The open comments
lead to results not available through closed-end survey or
predetermined questions. The staff at eePulse responds
personally to employee comments, which Welbourne says
demonstrates to employees that their input is critical to the
overall success of the company. eePulse is designed so that
the clients’ HR professionals may also respond to
individual employees without knowing their identities. 

The completed pulse is sent back to the eePulse staff
who analyze the data for each employee and the company
overall. Results are organized by categories and reported
back to the client. The benefit comes from tracking the
pulse data over time, by department or for the entire
company, Welbourne notes.

“Our new ‘pulse process’ leads to increased efficiency,”
she explains. “It highlights what processes are working and
where there are issues and problems. The ‘pulse process’
reinforces the positive while providing an early indication
of trouble so managers are alerted and can intervene to
critical problems.”
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Improving Performance by Leveraging Learning Technologies
The New World of Interpersonal Skills Training

A m y Averg un is o n lin e pro je c t d ire c tor a t
A ch ieve G lo b a l, K a thy B unch d ire c tor o f bra n d in g a n d
pro m o tio n an d E d w ard R. D e l G a iz o a s e n ior
c o nsu ltant 

A ch ieve G lo b a l is a d iv is io n o f th e T i m e s M irror
C o m p any wh ich c o ns ists o f thre e tra in in g a n d
c o nsu ltin g org a n iz a tio ns: K a s e t Int ern a tio n a l, L e arn in g
Int ern a tio n a l a n d Z e n g er M iller.

Even in today’s technology-infused training world, few
can deny that the classroom (or some type of face-to-face
group learning) has an important role to play in the
mastery of interpersonal skills. How else to develop the
highly distinctive customer service, leadership and sales
skills that organizations rely on to operate effectively and
reach their strategic goals?

Equally undeniable is the power of the Internet and
other learning technologies to make training more
broadly available, more just-in-time, just-for-me, and
potentially less expensive. When it comes to interpersonal
skills training, the challenge virtually every organization
faces today is how to navigate among the new as well as
the existing training options and select the combination
that will improve employee performance and, ultimately,
deliver business results. For some organizations, that
challenge is couched in well-defined performance
objectives. For many others, however, it’s more a matter
of “Let’s try something and hope it works.”

• Janet, HR manager for a global pharmaceutical firm,
has been handed a very specific assignment. With offices
worldwide, her company is putting all supervisors
through a classroom training program designed to support
the organization’s new and successful “physician-
friendly” strategy. It is very important for all new hires to
receive this training as soon as they come on board, yet
there won’t ever be enough of them in one place at one
time to justify using traditional classroom sessions. There
is pressure on Janet to base the training on the company’s
recently acquired Web meeting capabilities. 

• Anne-Marie is the vice president of sales for a large
technology products company that represents a merger of
five smaller firms—each with different but overlapping
markets, and a former competitor of the other four. One
of the biggest anticipated payoffs of the merger was the
creation of a single sales force that could sell all products
to all markets. Alas, this synergy has not occurred, so the
CEO has told Anne-Marie to use technology to put the
geographically scattered sales force through cross-
training in all product lines.

• Davis, customer service manager for a large
insurance company with several regional call centers, is
facing demands to control costs, leverage the

technologies of learning and increase the on-call
productivity of his service reps. With all this pressure—
plus the rapid turn-over in customer service positions—he
can no longer afford to take people off the floor for
classroom training. At the same time, if they are to spend
less time with each customer, the reps need training more
than ever. It seems to Davis that technology needs to play
a big part in any training effort. He also believes the reps
need a better understanding of the organization’s
customer service strategy and more lee-way to handle
customer concerns on their own.

• Lurleen is director of training at a large financial
organization with branches across the country. To manage
effectively, the organization operates a sophisticated
communications system among the sites, which is run by
the well-funded information technology division. Lurleen
has been charged with using this technology to minimize
the costs of training. She’s set up a cross-functional team
of training and IT staff, but turf issues have so far
impeded progress. The trainers see this as their project,
while the IT people believe their expertise should put
them in the driver’s seat.

The basics still apply
Each of these organizations not only has different

goals, but also its own unique mix of existing technology,
techno-savvy, financial resources and receptiveness to
change. With all these differences, the question is where
and how to start. Given its high profile and the keen
interest it generates among many decision-makers,
technology is a tempting starting point. However, at
AchieveGlobal we have found that successful
organizations take a more balanced approach organized
around three basic questions:
• How will the training support the organization’s

anticipated outcomes?
• What is the most intelligent way to use learning

technologies to produce desired performance
outcomes?

• What implementation issues need to be addressed?
1. How will the training support the outcomes

the organization wants to achieve? 
It’s one thing for an organization to have a strategy or

plan. It’s another for it to be clearly articulated, broadly
accepted and well implemented. These efforts require people.
People are the link between the strategy and the hoped-for
results. People need to see and understand the strategy
clearly, take ownership of it, and develop the competencies
and skills to do the work required to carry it out.

By Amy Avergun, Kathy Bunch and Edward R. Del Gaizo
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Fortunately for Janet, the pharmaceutical firm’s
physician-friendly strategy was already understood and
supported throughout the organization. She was therefore
able to focus on the best mix of old and new technology
and related implementation issues. However, if a strategy
is not understood and accepted, starting with technology
can be premature or otherwise off the mark. For Anne-
Marie, no amount of Web-based cross-training will
produce the desired synergy among the five once-separate
sales forces until the integration strategy itself is
accepted.

Issues blocking support need to be identified, and
management must commit to removing them. People
throughout the organization must develop the skills to
support change and work together in new ways. In the
near term, a more intelligent use of technology might be
to support the development of these skills. Without them,
Anne-Marie may end up going down in flames along
with a lot of very expensive hardware and software.

2. What is the most intelligent way to use the
technologies of learning to produce the desired
performance outcomes?

When interpersonal skills training took place only in
the classroom, the list of instructional choices was fairly
limited—prereading, large- and small-group discussion,
video, role plays and other group activities. At least it
seems limited, compared to what technology has made
available to us today. 

Technology has expanded the number of instructional
choices to include a whole range of new options in
addition to the classroom. These include information
delivered online via the Web or over corporate intranets;
performance support systems that deliver information at
the precise point and moment of need; interactive
multimedia training delivered on CD-ROMs or on the
Web; interactive teleconferencing involving networked
computers, telephone lines or satellites; and enterprise-
wide learning management systems that manage both the
development and the delivery of all types of training.

To make the best use of such technologies, it’s
necessary to first “deconstruct” the traditional learning
experience—break it down into its component parts and
decide which technologies fit best with which part. Many
people question how anyone could successfully master an
interpersonal skill by sitting alone in front of a computer
screen. The answer lies in taking a hybrid, mix-and-
match approach to technology-including “low-tech” and
“no-tech” personal interactions—in which each
component of learning dictates the technology used to
provide it. 

AchieveGlobal has identified five universal and
separate components involved in learning an interpersonal
skill—five different experiences learners go through to
master a skill and successfully apply it to the job. To

create sufficient and sustainable performance
improvement, organizations need to create opportunities
for learners to:

• Commit to learning new behaviors. If the
organization gives short shrift to developing commitment
among its employees, they may never understand or care
how the new behavior fits into the organization’s big
picture, or why it is important enough for them to put
effort into mastering it. Unless employees line up behind
the need to learn, they won’t have the motivation to start
or complete the training, let alone support the strategy.

• Assess and measure performance gaps and
improvement efforts. Without this opportunity, learners
won’t know which parts of their performance they need to
improve, nor will they benefit from the motivation that
comes from knowing how well they are progressing
through the training. For their part, organizations that
don’t build assessment and measurement into their
training are unable to measure results, identify success or
build a case for future training investments.

• Acquire knowledge about the new behavior and
how it supports the strategic goals. If organizations
don’t provide this experience, learners will lack a context
for the new behavior, as well as a common terminology
and a sense of the skill steps and pitfalls. Nor will they
learn in any systematic way the concepts underlying a
more advanced application of a given skill. Furthermore, if
an organization fails to create a shared knowledge of the
how, what, when and why of a strategic initiative, it will
always lack focus.

• Develop competence in the new behavior. This
experience is central to learning any new interpersonal
skill. Moreover, it breeds confidence that, in turn, helps
employees adopt an attitude of doing whatever needs
doing, rather than just doing their job. If an organization
doesn’t provide the opportunity to practice in a safe, but
realistic environment with live, expert feedback, there can
be no guarantee of skill development. This translates into
little or no improvement in individual performance or the
achievement of organizational goals.

• Apply and sustain the new behavior on the job.
Unless learners have the appropriate support to apply their
new learning on the job, the new behavior will die out.
Without the all-important reinforcement, coaching and
modeling from managers, learners may believe the new
performance expectations don’t really matter.

On the other hand, employees encouraged to apply their
new learning to their work can have a measurable impact on
the bottom line. It’s critical for the organization to channel
and reward this process, and to make sure that growth at the
organizational level keeps pace with individual
development.

To find ou t m ore a b ou t levera g ing te chno lo g ie s, re a d
this artica l in its entire ty a t w w w.tra in in g un ivers it y.c o m
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